NUMBER FACE OFF
How to Play:
1.You and your partner(s) will
divide the deck of cards
between the two of you.
Remove any Jokers from the
deck.

The Game
Object of the Game

2. Between your partner and
yourself you will flip over the
from the table.
top card from your deck to
reveal the number on the card.

3. Whoever has the highest
valued number wins the face
off and will collect all cards
flipped and place at the
bottom of their deck.

“1, 2, 3, flip!”

Here’s the Challenge:
1. You and your opponent
will not only flip one
4. If two or more people in the
card from the top of
face off duals the same value
your deck but will flip
card (e.g., a 3) then it’s time for
two cards. Add these
a Shown Down. A Show
two cards’ number
Down only happens if the
values together and the
equal numbers in the face off
sum will be your total.
are the highest value of all
cards flipped.
The higher total wins
5. Shown Down  place down
three cards and flip the third
card. Whoever has the highest
value card wins the Shown
Down and collects all cards

that round.
2. For an even greater
challenge, flip two
cards and multiply the
number values
together. Highest
product (total) wins

The Goal is to compete
against your
component(s) to collect
all the cards in the deck.
You can play this game
with a partner or up to 4
players.

Materials you will need


Who can play?


Jack: The Jack has a value of 11.
Queen: The Queen has a value of 12
King: The King has a value of 13.
Ace: This is the card with the letter “A” This card has the value of One.

Suitable for
ages 5+

“The word impossible has the two words I’m
Possible”

What do I do with the Cards without numbers?
Joker: Put him aside, he is only trying to trick us!

1 Deck of Cards

